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1.1. CLASSES OF SETS
Definition 1.1.1
ALet be a collection of subsets of X. Then ^is a
semi-ring provided
(a) A (O if A, B
(b) For each there exist disjoint sets
Ai, A2/ ...» An in such that A = 0Al-
(.=1
Definition 1.1.2
A collection of subsets of X is called a ring if the
following properties are satisfied for A, b£(5?/
(a) AUB£C?^
(b) A - Bg(^ .
Remark 1.1.3
(a) 0£.<^ as for any , 0= A - A
(b) Since A-B= (AUb) -B, the condition (b) above
can be replaced by closure under the formation of
proper differences.
Definition 1.1.4
A collection of subsets of X is called a ring if.
1
2
(a) A, B £ <2^=^ A -
(b) .
oQ <90
It may be noted that if A = U A•, th^n ^ A• = A -U(A-Ai).
^ c--/ cV, c=/
Hence, .0 A-g^.
Theorem 1.1.5
Let be a semi-ring, then the smallest ring containing
coincides with the class of all disjoint finite unions
of the members of
Proof: Let be the class of all finite, disjoint
unions of sets of 0?^ . We show that is
a ring. Let A, B^(J^so that there are dis-
r 7 ^ 7'^
joint finite sequences j AiC i=l,VBjVj=l
in such that A = .U Ai, B = L? B-; . First
L-1 \j~i ^ ^
of all A/^B = ,U(Ai/lBj), where <Aj^BjJ
are mn disjoint sets inC^^. Hence A/^BECSP.
So by induction, (5? is closed under the
formation of finite intersections. Now,
(A - B) U (B - A) = (UAi -l/B^) U{ QBa -UA-) =
(■ O'* J '* t
[y 0 CAi - Bj)] u[i?y(Bj ~ where
Aj^ - BjJ and are disjoint finite
sequences. It follows then, that (A - B) L/
(B - A) . Since A - B = (A - AHB) (J (AHB - A) ,
and AUB = (A - (B - A)) U ((B - A) - A) , (3| obviously
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is a ring containing Then the
smallest ring containingmust be con¬
tained in ^ . Obviously, by definition,
every set in ^ is in this smallest ring.
(b) ^ {hjU. . .Uh^) = + ... +
if Aj^ •••/ Aj^ are pairwise disjoint
members of .
(c) ACB=»^(A)£. >^(B) if A?.,^, BEJ.
(d) -^(An)-^^ (A) as n-><^ if
oO
A = L/ A_, A £ m, and AiC-A-jC^AoCl... •
or/ “ n X z o
(e) y(<^{An)->/<!<(A) as n-->=oif
A = , Aj^TD ^2^ A3Z?...,
and yC( (Ai) is finite.
Proof: (a) Let A£.^such that (A)^ =0 ,
and let Aj^ = A and A2 = A3 = = ^ by
definition 1.2.1(a).
(b) Let ...=5^by definition
1.2.1(a).
(c) Since B = A U (B - A and A (B - A) = (2J ,
(b) gives ^{B) = y^(A) + ^(B - A)> (A) .
(d) Let Bi = A^, Bj^ = A^ - Aj^_jl for n = 2, 3, 4,.*.
Then B^€.jS - B^/l Bj = ^if i j , A^^ = BjjJ (J
Bn/ and A = Hence (An) = ^-^(Bi) and
oO '■'* v.’::/
^ (A) = £/<.(Bi) .
L-t
(e) Let Cn = Ai - An- Then Ci CC2 <=’03 C.
^(Cn) = /<^(Ai) - ^(An) . Ai - A = Uc^, and
so by (d) ^(Ai) -^(A) = (Ai - A) = LIM/*<{Cn)
0-^«9
= ✓^(A-j) - LIM^(An) • This implies (e) .
h-^oo
Examples 1.2.3
(a) For any DCX, where X is any infinite set, let
= CO if D is a infinite subset, and let ^(D)
be the number of points in D if D is a finite sub¬
set. Then is called a counting measure in X.
(b) Take ■areX. Let-^D) = 1 if^TCD and = 0
ifar^fD, for any DCX. Then is called a unit
mass concentrated at % .
(c) Let>d^be the counting measure on the set j'l, 2, 3,...
Let An + 1# n + 2, .. .J. Then the hypothesis
yC/( (A^) is finite is indeed necessary in theorem
1.2.2. (e).
1.3 Borel and Baire Sets
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. We shall
discuss some relevant properties of its subsets, known as
Borel and Baire sets. Let ^ denote the class of all compact
subsets of X, and all open Borel sets.
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Definition 1.3.1
The smallest <P—ring ^ containing % is called a Borel
ring, and each set in af is called a Borel set.
Definition 1.3.2
A subset E of X is <A-bounded provided there exist
(TO
(CiJ c i such that E CL U
Theorem 1.3.3
The class'^ of all bounded sets is a c?!.ring that
contains all Borel sets.
Proof: Let Ai, such that there exist
sequences \ and ? of compact
^ ^oO ^ o? A
sets with A-. C. L) Ci and A2 e U Ci.






f^-ijT • ^ sequence of compact
sets with Ai C C^j ^ jt is easily seen
that L^^A-j C ^ C-jsuch that (7 A.C%.
Czl cTl J:i i = i 1
Theorem 1.3.4
Every (5?-bounded open set is a Borel set.
Proof; Letbe open and be a sequence of
compact sets such that^C = K. Since,
^ A-/
for n = 1, 2, ..., (^^' — ^ is compact, it
follows that D = (3




A subset E of X is if E = n where ^j^is a
sequence of open sets.
For our next definition let : C is
Definition 1.3.6
The smallest ^ ring .^containing is called Baire
ring; each set ofis referred to as a Baire set. Let
denote the class of all open Baire sets.
Theorem 1.3.7
Let (§ be a subbase for X and let..(J be airing such
o ^
that<pD^. Then
Proof: Let be a compact set and an open
set containing , then there exists a
set E which is a finite union of finite
intersections of sets ofCgcisuch that
_ -
> CE C^. Hence if ^ where each
^Xi open, then, for every n = 1, 2, ...»
A.
there exists a set Ej^'^-f^such that ^ C EjjC^
It follows that ^ =r\ En Since ,
o-/
by definition of , the hypothesis follows.
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Theorem 1.3.8
Let be the collection of all finite disjoint unions
of proper differences of sets of ^ or . Then^ is a
ring such that orcoincides with the smallest <72. ring
containing .
Proof: It is easily verifiable with the help of
theorem 1.1.5.
CHAPTER II
REGULAR BOREL AND BAIRE MEASURES
2.1 REGULARITY PROPERTIES
Definition 2.1.1
(a) Let^be the Borel ring . A positive measure
on is a Dorel measure provided ^4/(A) ^
for each ^ .
(b) Let be a Baire (TL. ring. A positive measure
^^on is a Baire measure provided ^ (A) ^ c<7
for each
Both the measures may be simultaneously studied. So,
A A A ^




Let E 6 J .
(a) If ./<?(E) = INF yXCVi)'. ^ then E is
outer regular with respect to .
(b) If.,^^(E) = SUP^.^CO .* E then E is
A
inner regular with respect to yU, .
(c) E is regular if and only if E is inner as well
as outer regular.





A proper difference of two sets of is outer regular
only if each set of ^ is outer regular.
A
Proof: Let C and D be two sets in such that
C O D. If C is outer regular, then, for
A
every € "> O , there exists a set U in ^
such that C C. U and ^(U) ^ (c) +6'.
A
Since C - D O U - ^ , by simple calcu¬
lation yU{U-D) - ^(C-D) = yU({U-D) - (C-D))
A A _
^(U) - X^(C) ^ 6 . Hence C-D is outer
regular.
Theorem 2.1.4
A proper difference of two sets of is inner regular
A
only if every bounded set ^ is inner regular.
A
Proof: Let U be a bounded set in such that CC U.
A
If the bounded set U-D is inner regular,




in ^ such that EC U-D and ✓^(U-D) ^ ^(E) +
A
G . Since C-D = C H (U-D)O C A E £
A A
by simple calculation /^(C-D)- X<,(C/1 E) =
A A
((C-D) - (COE)) = - E)) (U-D)
A A
E)' = /(^(U-D) -xt^(E) £ € . This implies that
C-D is inner regular.
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Theorem 2.1.5
Let Ai, A2 » •••/ Ajj be disjoint inner tegular sets with
/V ^
^ for i = l, 2, ...,n. Then U A^ is inner
cr/ ^
regular.
Proof: For every €>0, there is a set in , for
all i = 1, ..., h, such that C^CAi and (Ai)
(Ci) + £ .
n n A
If C = Ci and A = UAi, then AO C<f ,
A ± A
by a simple calculation, (A) = i (Ai) £;
^ A A
^ ^ (Ci) + € = ^(C) + 0 . This implies
c~i n
that uAi is inner regular.
C:|
Theorem 2.1.6
Let (.i] be a sequence of outer regular sets. Then
Ai is also outer regular.
U:l A
Proof: For every 0, there is a set Ui in ^ , for
A
all i = 1, 2, ..., such that AiCUi and(Ui)
C0
oo
(Ai) + S .
oo
If U = .(J U. and A = (J Ai, where yCC(A) = ,
1 = 1 tr/
^
then A is outer regular. If /U(A)^ , then
uxU (U) - M{K) = ^(U-A)£ yCC (V(Ui - Ai))£
OO /I A




Let be an increasing sequence of inner regular
sets, thenL^Ai is also inner regular.
Proof; Let A = UAj and /CC (A) = LIM yCc (A^) .
cr/ ^ C-^eO ^
Then for every real number a with (XZ^ (A) ,
there exists a set A in ^ such that CCA and
A . Take i such that A <f’/^(Ai) , and
then by the inner regularity of A^, take a
^ A
set C in such that C Ci Aj^ and .
This implies our hypothesis.
Theorem 2.1.8
Let be a sequence of inner regular sets such
A cO




Proof; For every € > O, there is a set in ^ ,
for all i = 1, 2, ...» such that C^C Aj^
and A<,{A±) f (C^) + £ . If DCj and
^ A A.
A = (\ Ai, then A~DCt^a.nd ^{A) - X-C =
✓4 (A - S 0 (Ai - Ci)) <:^^(Ai - Ci)





Let be a decreasing sequence of outer regular
sets. Then is outer regular.
Proof: Let A = /) Ai and /ttCA) = LIM^U.(Ai).
cr/
Then for every real number O. with ^ ^’'«(A) ,
there exists a set U in^ such that A C U and
^ A
^ (U) . Take i such thatca>/^ (Ai) and
then by the outer regularity of Ai, take a
set U in'2^ such that AiCU and/<^U)^^^ .
This implies the result.
In the following, we show that inner and outer regularity
properties are essentially the same.
Theorem 2.1.10
A
Every bounded set in QX is inner regular if and only if
A
every set in ^ is outer regular.
A
Proof: Let C be a set in and let € > O. Let U
A
be a bounded set in ^ so that C C U. U-C
A
is a bounded set in^. Then there is a set
E insuch that EC U-C and ✓^tCU-C) £ (e) + g. .
A
Since C = U - (U-C) C U - E£^ , the simple
calculation, ^(U-E) =^((U-E) - C) =
(U-C) - E) = ^(U-C) - ✓^(E) £: € implies
that C is outer regular. Next, let U be a bounded
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A ^
set inand ^>0. Let C be a set in ^ so
A
that U C C. C - U is compact and belongs to^ .
A
Then by definition C - U£. , and therefore
A
there is a set E in ^ such that C - UCE and
>4 (E) ^ (C - U) + € . Since U = C - (C - U)
'Z> 0. - , the simple calculation ✓^(U) -
^ (C - E) = U - (C - E)) =
A *A A
^(U/1 E) ^ ✓^(E - (C - U)) = ^(E) -
A
✓^(C - U) ^ 6 implies that U is inner regular.
Theorem 2.1.11
^ is regular if and only if every set in is outer
regular.
A
Proof: Whenis regular the condition obviously holds.
Now, let every set in be outer-regular. First
note that if AE jS , then A can be written as
A
a union of the members of sequences in ^ , such
that it is increasing and each member is bounded.
So without loss of generality, assume that A
A
is bounded. Let C€ such that A C. C. Note
A
also that.<9/) C is the small ^ring. Con¬
taining the class j EnCi EZ e? . Then apply
theorem 1.3.8 to the compact set C. Consequently,
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becomes the ^ring generated by ^ ED C:E
is a finite, disjoint union of proper differences
of sets of Then theorems 2.1.3 and 2.1.4
show that each set of C is outer regular,
also the class of all outer regular sets of
^ is a monotone class by theorems 2.1.6 and
2.1.8. Moreover, the smallest ring and the
smallest monotone class each containing the
same ring, are coincident. It follows then,
that any subset of C belonging to ^ is outer
regular. In particular, A is so. This obvious-
ly implies that X^±s outer regular.
Theorem 2.1.12
A
is regular if and only if every bounded set in ^ is
inner regular.
Proof: It follows immediately from theorems 2.1.10
and 2.1.11.
2.2 OUTER AM) INNER MEASURES
Definition 2.2.1
Let^ be a positive measure on a ^ring yS .
(a) The set function * defined for each E C X is an
outer measure induced by>^ if
M* = INF ^M{F)z ECFe-<3j
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(b) The set function defined for each EC. X
is an inner measure induced by if
^*(E) = SUP E-DFt^J
Theorem 2.2.2
Let 2/ be a Baire measure and "iT , be outer and
inner measures induced by If . Then
(a) if is regular
(b) V* (C) = INF ^ Y (Uq) : C C Zl ^ , if Ci.p.
(c) y*(U) = SUP ^ /(Cq): U ^ o , if U^"t(.
Proof: The regularity of Y follows from the previous
theorems, 2.1.11 and 2.1.12, since every set
in may be written as the intersection of
a decreasing sequence of sets of finite
measure in'^Q. Now
T*(C) = INF ) y (Eq) : CCEo£</o INF iir(Uo) !
By definition of an outer measure. Then for
every O, there is a set Eq in such that
C C. Eq and ^(Eq) 'Tf* {C) + 6 . The existence
of a set Uq in (52^ q is implied by the outer
regularity of Eq, so that
Eq e Uq and 'Zf(Uq) ^ 'Y (Eq) + 6 .
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Therefore C C Uq and Y' (Uq) ^ If* (C) + C .
We use the same method in proving the last
part of our hypothesis concerning inner
measures, with similar results.
Theorem 2.2.3
Let ^be a Borel measure, and V' a Baire measure such
that (E) = if {B) for each Baire set E. Then is regular
if and only if
/^(C) = y* (C) for every .
Proof: Let C be in ^ such that ✓^(C) = 1/ (C) ,
then by theorem 2.2.2, for every €>0 there
is a set such that C Cl Uq and (Uq) =
'2^ (Uq) ^ T* (C) + G = ^(C) + e . Therefore
C is outer regular and hence ^ is regular.
Next, letbe regular, for every ^>0,
then for C in , there is a bounded set U
in ^ such that C C u and ^(U) ^ ^ (C) + £ .
In this case, there are sets Cq in ^ and
Uq in ^2^ q such that CCUq O C© CZ. U. There¬
fore by theorem 2.2.2,
ar*(C) ^ 1/(^0) = X(Uo) ^ >^(U) ^^(C) +€
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Theorem 2.2.4
Let^ and “iT be as in the previous theorem. Then
is regular if and only if (U) = T/* (U) for every bounded
open set u€ ^ .
Proof: Let U be in ^ such that M. (U) = Z/* (U) . Then
by the last assertion of theorem 2.2.2, it
is easy to see that U is inner regular and
hence "2/"* is regular.
Next, let 'if'if loe regular, for every
^ > 0. Then for U in ^ , there is a set
C in Ip such that U Cl c and ^*(c)^‘2r*(u) +6.
In this case, there are sets in ^ and
Uq in Such that CCUqCCqCIU. Therefore
by theorem 2.2.2,
7/'*(U)2. = ^(Co)>^(C)> (U)
Theorem 2.2.5
Let "Z/*2 t)e two regular Borel measures. If
'ifliK) = 7/^2 each A , then 'T/I (A) =
for each A .
Proof: By the arbitrariness of ^ in theorems 2.2.3
and 2.2.4, we have,
'2/'*(C) ^ M{C) and T/*(U)>^(U).
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In both cases the reverse inequality is
obvious. We have thus shown that the
values of a regular measure on Baire sets
uniquely determine its values on compact
sets. Therefore, by theorem 1.3.8, we
have the desired result.
If is any Borel measure, then ^q(E) for
all E in o ® Baire measure associated with . If it
happens that every set in or every bounded set in ^ ,
and therefore in either case, every set in ^ is M^ -
measurable (i.e., if all compact sets, and therefore all
Borel sets, belong to the domain defined for the completion
of ' then we will say that the B>orel measure ^ is
completion regular. If tM. is completion regular, then to
every Borel set E there correspond two Baire sets A and B
such that
A C.E C.B and>(fo(B-A) = O.
Hence, by theorems 2.2.3, 2.2.4, and 2.2.5, completion
regularity implies regularity.
CHAPTER III
GENERATION OF BOREL MEASURES
3.1 INDUCED INNER CONTENT
Definition 3.1.1
A set function /\ defined on is a content if it has
the following properties
(a) O ^ \ (C) Z, °0 for each C £ Ip .
(b) A(Ci) 4. A (C2) if CitC2^ '’p and Ci C C2 •
(c) A(CiUC2) = A (Cl) + A (C2) if Cl, C2E ^ and
Cl n C2 = 0 .
(d) \iCiUC2)£. A (Cl) + A (C2) if Cl, C2 .
Definition 3.1.2
For every bounded set U € , let
A* (U) = SUP ^ A (C) : U O C




If A*is the inner content induced by A then
(i) A* ( ^2^ ) = o
(ii) (Ui) 4 A* ^^2^ if Ui, 132"^ %> and Ui C U(iii)A* A* ^^i^ and
is disjoint.(iv)A* (.3ui) £ 2 A* ^^i^
- 19 -
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Proof: It is obvious that A* (0) =0. Now let
Ul» ^2 £ / and U2. Let C be a compact
set in Then, C C U2 and therefore
A (c) £ /I *(U2) . Hence
\ * (U]^) = SUP A (C) < A * (U2) •
Let and U2 be two disjoint sets in ^ and
let C-^ and C2 be compact sets such that
and C2(^U2. Then and C2 are disjoint
and U C2 C U U2. then
A(ci) + A(C2) = a (CiL;C2')^A* (U1L/U2).
and therefore
A*(Ui) + A *(^2) = SUP- A (Cj^) + SUP A (C2) ^
A* (UiL^U2).
Let ^ Uj^l be a disjoint sequence of sets in
^ , then
A*< ^ °i) > A. (.^ = j/l* (Ui).
Next, let ^^i^ ^ sequence of sets in ^
and C be a compact set such that C C U U-.
i'l ^
Then, by the compactness of C, there exist an
n






A* ( U Ui)> A* ( y =£ A* (Ui) isbut
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true for every n = 1, 2, Hence
/\ *( U Ui) > ^ A*(Ui).
d-^ t- I
3.2. OUTER MEASURE INDUCED BY A CONTENT
Definition 3.2.1
Let A be a content on % , and let A * be the induced
inner content. For any E C X, define
*
(E) = INF ^A*(U): ECuC*^^.
then is said to be an outer measure induced by A. -
Theorem 3.2.2
If * is an outer measure induced by the content A »
then is an outer measure. i.e. (0) = O, is
monotone and countably subadditive.
Proof: since O C O £ ‘tC andA* (0) = O, then
^*(0) “ 0. Let A and B be two^ bounded
sets, such that A C B, and let U be a set
in ‘^such that B C U. Then A C U and therefore
yC/*(A) £ A . Hence, A*(A)£ INF A * (U)
^*(B) .
Let^Ai^ be a sequence of ^bounded sets,
then there is a set in ^, for every £>0and
for every i = 1, 2, ..., such that
Ai C and A*(Ui)£yY*(Ai) + € .
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Hence
M*{, Ai) 4 A Ui)ilA*(Ui)i?/^tAi)-f 6
L=r vri
Since € is arbitrary, *is countable subadditive,
Theorem 3.2.3
Let A be a content onand let A* and * be induced
inner content and outer measure respectively. Then the
following hold.
(1) = A *(U) for every U £ ^.
(ii) ^ * (INTC) £ A (C) - /( * (C) for every C i ^ .
Proof: Let U , then U C U 2. ^ implies that /{ * (U) ^
A*'(u). Let and Ui C U2.
then
A* (U]^) 4 A *(U2) and thus
A*(U3^) 4 infA*(U2) =/f*(Ui).
Let Ct’$> . U € ^ , and C C U. Then A (C)^ A* (U) ,
and therefore
A(C) 4 infA*(u) =/<*{C).
Finally, let Cit $ , €3 ? , and C2 C. INT(C)cl- C
then A(C2) 6 A (C^) and hence,
X*(INTC) = A*(INTC) = SUP A (03)4 A (Cl).
Definition 3.2.4
Let be an outer measure. Then E C X is
measurable provided for any D C X,
/C<.*(D) >^*(Dn E) +>K*(dAe'').
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Theorem 3.2.5
Let,^* be an outer measure induced by the content A •
Then a ^ bounded set E is *-measurable if and only if
for each TJ ,
^*(u) ^*(unE) +A*{TjnE^).
Proof: Let/^* be the inner content induced by A .
Let D be any (7*-bounded set, and let U be
a set insuch that DCU. Then by the
previous definition
A*(U) = y^*(U)> X*(unE) + >l*(unE^)
^*(AnE) +^*(A/OE^).
Hence
✓^*(A) = INF A * (U) ^(AOE) +/{*(AnEC).
The definition of ✓<^*-measurability and the
countable subadditivity of A(* imply the
reverse inequality and the converse.
Theorem 3.2.6
Let i/( * be an outer measure induced by the content A .
Let he defined byX(E) = (E) for E£yS , Then is a
regular Borel measure induced by A•
Proof: ^ will be a measure on the class of all
Borel sets if every compact set C, and




^ (u) > (U/lC) (U/OCC)
for all U in ^. If D is a compact subset
of unc^ and E is a compact subset of U ^ D^,
than both the sets U /I C*^ and U belong to
, since D n E = O and D E C. U. Hence
/{*(U) = A*(U) > A (D UE) = A (D) + A (E)
Thus A * is the inner content induced by A .
Therefore
>^*(u)> A (D) + SUP A(e) = A(d) +A*(uri D^)
A(d) +A*(un d^) > a (d) + A*(u/^ c).
Thus
^ * (u) > /< * (u /O c) + SUP A (D) = M.* (un c) +
A*(U/nc^) =,<(*(U/n c) +y^*{unc^).
Next, there is a compact set F such that
C C(INTF). then
Mic) = y<^*(c) £x^*(intf)^ a (F) ^ ^ ,
which proves {C) is finite.
Finally, to prove is regular
^(C) = X<* (C) = INF ^ A* (U) : C C U g =
INF (U) : C C U ^ ‘ilj = INF (U) :
C C. U g f .
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